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－Global Confidenses the Trial<climate & economy the emergent crisises>－
Now facing global and unprecedental {Climate Change Catstrophe(CCC) and the
Economic Downturn yielding abrupt and tremendous poors},we had better to
reconsider current global regime competive and excess doing the cpitalism.It has
no more time to escape form the emergent crisis coming soon.Above all,people must
exchange their established thoughts to genuine facts as first as possible.
Introduction:
A Spaniard banker facing the global financial crisis said "the lack

of

confidence in the total is causing an almost total parylysis from which no-one
is escaping<http://www.breitbart.com/article.php?id=081221154025.lrwl34xi>.
President elect Barack Obama facing both economy and climate unprecedental
crisis said genetic reseach will be among his top priorities.
<http://rawstory.com/news/2008/Obama_Science_key_to_our_survival_1220.html>.
A Phillippine sociologist obeserving the global crisises refered to"option for
global social management or("and" by author) globa social liberation".
<http://www.fpif.org/fpiftxt/5765?message=Not+a+valid+email+address.>
Above all,making total confidense could not help to be a genuine,fact,reality,
actuality and truth.Yes,only genuine (science and ideology) could realize it!.
Then sometime,a fact is extremely incovinient not only for minor people,but for
all of people.If you recognized and allowed them,author will try to describe
facts the unfavorable,but the emergent necessary.Since the world almost people
has been teribbly decieved by giantic and long historical falses.Therefor,above
all,you must exchange your brain of past stubborn contents into new genuine ones.
If it was a truth,the value entirely never depends on whether person who tell it
be king or beggar. Fundamental situation of scientists is merely a messenger who
faithfully reports facts told by solution of equation, or by experimental
instruments.In this report,author tried it being as scietifical as possible,so
he employed method that scientifical facts are derived from standard thoery or
at least its prolonging roots,and as for ideology(how to live),they are derived
from religeous revelation.In anyway,author tried to suppress to employ own
peculiar opinions,however to say so,some uncertain assumptions are inevitable,
thus its sucess or failure would be entirely depend on reader's correcting.
☞:exchange<http://www.777true.com>to <http://www.geocities.jp/sqkh5981g>.

[1]:Genuine Science and Religeon never contradict with eath other !!:
❶Everything is due to logic the supreme science<kernel key of contradiction>:
If somthing went in trouble,it was caused from wrong,mistake,and false.Thus
the unprecedental crisis of now has been caused entirely from giantic wrong.
You must survey the wrong without any prejudice and must admit them frankly.
Those are all called contradictions caused from simuletaneous both being of
truth and false.Especially humanbeing is likely to do mistakes by illusions.
⑴This world is constituted from affirmative and negative,night & day,good & bad,
Any concept never can be recognized without its negative being.
⑵Non-contradictional nature of the ordered material world:
A merchant said,this spear can penetrate any shields,and this shield can protect
from any spears.Then passinger asked him,try to thrust the shield with the spear!
Any both affirmative and negative proposition never can realize simuletaneously.
It's an essential nature of the material world in which,we never can observe
simuletaneous realization(＝true) images of affimative and negative stage.
⑶Basis of Material Science the causality with incompleteness:
Once it become non-contradiction,a cause=A shall determine unique and only
result=B,which is called causality.

Ａ(cause)→Ｂ(result)

Assigning input=a,b determine output=c

a＋b＝c.

:algebra

Assigning input=x determine output=y

x → f(x)＝y:function.

☞:Yes,in this world,there are many so called probabilitical phenomena which are
due to information lack.For example,you never can tell the largest numuber.
⑷Basis of Religeon the allmighty:
What is negative of material world?,it's the vaccume world where anything
become possible.The logic theorem states that allowing contradiction enable
anything becoming true (a realizability).
It's the allmighty world!.It is the world where anything of both {+a and -a}
are realized so they are cancelled with each other.These facts can be proved
in elementary particle theory.The more details could be seen in these site.
<http://www.777true.com/Firstproblem-USA.pdf:Apeendix A2>,
<http://www.777true.com/Jucelino.pdf:not English,but Japanese>.
As was mentioned,it is the allmighty world,that is the other world of God.

⑸Prophecy by Revelation the scientifical validity:
It's become possible by communication with the other world of allmighty.The
communication is possible by B wave<http://www.777true.com/BWG.pdf>
or so called astral projection<http://www.777true.com/Jucelino.pdf>.
☞:The full explanation needs a book contents volume,though they are summarized.
The kernel concept is entirely up side down.That is,physical vaccume world is
not mere an empty,on the contrary,it is comeplete full world where anything
of both {+a & -a} are realized so they are cancelled with each other to be zero.
For example,an elementary particle and its pair of anti-particle {+q & -q} are
created from nothing<their physical quantities are ± symmetric to be cancelled
with each others except mass energy cancelled by gravitational guage particle>,
and are instantaneously anihilated to nothing.Not only elementary particles,but
also any of their compounds such as {+H & -H} must be with the pair in vaccume.
The fact is strictly proved by so called Quantum <Guage> Field Theory(QFT).
Then H could be even a humanbeing of us,so it become a validity of astral
projection.B wave is a space propagation of such {+q & -q}called dipole,of which
fact is also proved by QFT.Humanbrain is tranmitter and reciver of polarlized
B wave due to activities of electrically charged neuron cells.
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Left figure is called vaccume polarization reaction of creation
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from nothing and of anihilation into nothing.It is universal
nature of physical vaccume world.

is gravity of nega-energy.

❷Emergent prophecies by Jucelino Nobrega da Luz the great Brazillian prophet:
<http://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br/>.It is Portguise,then Google translator is
available.He is substantially authorized by the UNITED NATION.
⑴Encontering him last year on TV show had entirely changed recent activities of
author.It is the climate change crisis(CCC) which has not been comprehensed
well by most of global people induldged in competitive bussiness activities.
"Prolonging the current situation would cause our extinction at 1943".
The time limit of changing people's decisive mind is 12/31/2007.In 2008,
ice cover had been melted in the north pole ocean,which is very serious.
Even though,there still be possibility of relife,author think so.
By anyhow,it could be possible by reducing atmospheric Green House Gas
(GHG)concentrations with growing vegitation in ocean and land.

⑵The actuall rate of CO2 reduction is 80％,while Kyoto Protocol is mere 5%.
☞:This is evident by counting up so called carbon budget＝(emitt－sink)ing.
<http://www.globalcarbonproject.org/global/pdf/GCP_CarbonBudget_2007.pdf>
emitt9.0(7.5)－sink4.9＝4.2Pg in atmosphere increasing/year.Then the rate is
4.2/7.5＝56% which is less as 25% due to stopping current excess momentum.
Even such stingy 5%,people were quarrel against with each others.Thus most of
climate scientists had become silent with deep disapair in state of ensemble
mind synchronization(a thousand IPCC scientists).Yes,80% could not be no more
ordinal,it's a very bitter war time regime without war.Then how to realize the
global emergent regime ?,an idea is <http://www.777true.com/GREATCHANCE.pdf>.
☞:Listen music "Save the children"in album What's going on" by Marvin Gaye
(1971),in which he songs,"Who's willing to try to save the world that's
destined to die !".<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marvin_Gaye>
⑶It is our giantic failure of causing such serious state of now,
so we need mind reforming by deep regrets.Above all,destroying the great
mother nature is painfully regretful.Modern technology is good at making
lifeless goods,while it is terribly agaist lifefull fields.It is our silly
ability.
Since a civilization causing own extinction is entirely up side down !!.
☞:Note that a conspiracycal world become up side down in order to decieve
massive people<Allen Daress,technique of conspriracy(not read by author)>.
⑷ So once again we had better to return to as possible life as in full nature.
Now author is calling for great migration of people into village life.
❸The Apocalypse:The symbolic revelation of St John.
In the past,the Apocalypse of the final judgement(doomsday) has been variously
debated among experts. A kernel is "sudden realizing" of the thousand year
kingdom of bliss.The kingdom is told to be establishd when old regime dominant
of Satan against Messia would have been destroyed.Satan is often related with
number 666 which means incompleteness,or ruin.Then a modern civilization
causing own extinction may be said imcompleteness of Satan. That is,at least
modern humankind after the industrial revolution,they might have become member
of Satan groupe. Remarkable feature of Satan aginst God is up side down.
Facts are often found to be up side down.
☞:Heart Sutra's a kernel point is that material world is up side down illusion.

❹Satan rebeled against God's command of bowing to Adam<Al Qur'an>
I am higher than them,because you made me from smokeless fire,while Adam
were made from clay.Thus Satan was throwned into hell maze for long time.
Then note that curious methan clathrate is a kind of ice containg dense methan
gas and is fired without smoke.Commercial oil and gas having realized modern
era and is considered the evil compound causing climate change crisis(CCC) and
may be a kind of smokeless fire.Note that
⑴Satan consider himself higher rank<nobilitism (the hereditary)>.
Note that high status person who fear own decline tend to become Satan.
Therefore,for social stabilty,people must be equal in God.
⑵What Satan dose is often up side down<opposer aginst God,deceptive world>.
⑶Satan is hate groupe leader against religeous humankind.
He had become hatred against God and his faithful humankind by the banishment.
Bush(connecting UK imperial,...)entirely satisfies above three conditions.
It is told that in USA,there exist two opposing major powers.One is militaryindustry compelex with CIA,they connect also with nobilities the hereditary
(imperials).They organize nationalistic rightist terrorisms.Their danger and
anachronistic ideology consider that nation and the people are being exploited
by the nobility the dictator due to their eugenic ideology(Hoegell)⑴.They also
tend to think that revolution is more terrible than war defeating<F.Konoe>.
The other power is international entrepreneur's groupe who against former
power. Howeve to say so,they usually has been making compromise.
⑷)Nothing is making person more cruel than fear of person in crisis of own
decline.Japanese emperor Hirohito decided to make war against USA(1941) even
though he knew little possibility of win.Akimaru organization⑷ estimated
possibility of winning war by economical method and concluded defeating.
Then his most fear at that time was domestic revolution by spiking out nation
people's frustration by withdrawing military force in China.
-Reference⑴K.Millegan & A.Sutton,Fleshing out skull & bones,Trineday LLC,2003,USA.
⑵<http://www.777true.com/JapanUK.pdf>.
⑶David Bergamini,Japan's Imperial Conspiracy, Morrow,New York,1971.
⑷All that of Akimaru orgnization(the war projection,秋丸機関の全貌):
<http://www.mnet.ne.jp/~akimaru/a-kikan/kikan.htm>
⑸Izutu,Japanese translation edition,Al Qur'an,Iwanami shoten,1957.

[2]:The Capitalism Reconsideration:
❶It's the end of an illusional history of capitalism:
⑴Anything has own upper limit,so also economic growth never could be exception.
This theme had been debated in the Rome Report(the limits to growth in 1972),
in which they forecasted a catastrophe by unstable exponetial increasing.
<http://www.clubofrome.org/eng/home/>.In any advanced nations,method of
capitalism has been wellcomed due to full liberation of people's desire.
⒜Though they had too much done to cause own extinction by climate change crisis.
⒝Simuletaneously they had showed miserable vulnerability of capitalism
causing global abrupt and tremendous people's poor by the economic downturn.
It is too stupid in high technology era that none could make

regime of stable

employment opportunity(or livelihood security).On the contrary,old time had more
stable job getting chance than now.Our all of efforts has been intending to
secure own life,while being sentenced jobless instantly causes its deneying.
CCC is also too stupid to cause own extinction.All of those are up side down !!.
Those are entirely due to selfish coorporate instict in mechanism of capitalism.
They has been no thinking on the total stabilized and ordered system due to
localized thinking<accelating egocentricism>.
⑵The actual current state of global climate had already come nearly to a point
of no return.<Certainly this conclusion needs more accuracy in science view>.
Prolonging current roots would cause own mass extinction in few decades.
⑶The effective final relife could not help becoming global rationing economy.
Because the effective Carbon reduction rate 80% never be realized by ordinal
ways.It has to become global war regime without hot wars.
☞:The validity of outrageous 80% is as follows.The thermal capacity of globe is
almost the hudge amount of ocean,of which response is very slow as in few years.
Hence,a temporal budget balance could not assure to stop natural source emitt
increasing due to momentum of temperature rise.That is,so called spontaneous
feedback now has been acting. To stop it,the excess reduction rate such as 25%
must be necessary.It could be said that an incomplete action could not be
effective at all.Many recent reports are likely to tell pesimistic,however,it is
not that we had lost means at all to recover in the principle.

❷The outrageous difficuty in most people minds:
⑴For ordinal people,exchanging thoughts is far difficult if they had been for
long time in illusion of pleasure.Yes,it is a special kind of narcotism.
⑵Outrageously difficut problem is not only narcotism,but also so called
ensemble synchronous paralyzing in thoughts with the narcotism.
A man tends to sychronize his opinion with overwhelming

others.

It is not that they synchronize with important truthes.
This is wellknown vicious experimental low in phychology.
⑶Dividen and rule people without sincere communication with others:
It is not only problem of fascim nations,but also superficial democrat nations.
In author's view,there is no nation of genuine democrat nation on earth,or at
least as for him,he does not know.Euro and USA has been dominated by persons
who are almost colleague with so called minor establishment the hereditary.
Their most concern has been protecting his high status from decline.For the
purpose,they had developed various methods of dominating people with decieving.
One kernel of those is deviden and rule strategy employing in dominating
against collonial nations by UK.In modern era,people has become rather rich
with competitive and busy business,so they tend to be lonely except workplace.
As the consequnce,they tend to become more politically isolated with others.
A lonely man is likely target of brain washing by workplace and mass-media
at indiviual home.Because they have no information source except workplace
and mass-media,all of which are connected with network the capitalism center.
⑷The giantic conscious corrupse and decadance of global mass media:
⒜the original aim of global mass media:
The commercial mass media at era of abrupt capitalism growing with that of
communism had been created and oriented to mass decieving people of labourer
class.Yes,they has been originally and essentially anti-communism.Today they
are mere well fasioned messengers of the capitalism center.Current thoughts of
people are results of sophisticated brain washing by them.Consequently most of
people has been subconsiously in relying on capitalism regime(perhaps partly
due to failure of USSR and other communism nations),and they never can think
of another possibility of social regime except those who really are awaken and
have very intelligence.Even though most of such them are rather idealistic,but
not acutualistic partly due to the dogma of clasical Marxism.
That is,no theory evolution in Marxism fitting today's situation.

As for many essential and serious up side down facts, those throughly
rejecting by them are now described in our website<http://www.777true.com>.
⒝inducing ensemble synchronous paralysis:
The 9/11 event may be a typical exmaple where almost people now has
recognized the outrageous fact that it was caused not by Musulim terror but
by Bush themselves in order to flame up the excuse for invading middle east
area.In conspiracy world,its entirely ordinal that fact becomes up side down
for mass decieving.Then problem is now when almost people had already known
fact,while they could not effectively act to establishing justice at a
whole.Why do they so?.Its caused from people devidened and paralyzed facing
unprecedental outrageous fact that own nation killed many own nations people.
<See [4]⑶>.Now we outsider could not help to expect their future.
⑸The giantic unconscious corrupse and vulnerability in education regime:
The most remarkable feature of today the global high technology era is an excess
expertization of people who are ignorant on unconcerned field knowledges.
The most typical and serious example is the CCC(climate change crisis).
After all,people are not becoming intellectual as for total problems,but
ignorant even on their serious survibal problems.
⒜In any nations,they has been making efforts in education for seeking more
rich living.It may have been caused especially from supeficiall sucess in USA
where unprecedental prosperity had realized in human history by technology and
commercialism due to high performance educations.It also entirely has been
caused from American capitalism the exess competition and exess consuming.
⒝Once people had recognized many serious results of truthes mentioned in [1],
global education could not help to exchange their contents from ancient one to
new genuine one.That is,the recoverization of religeon.
⒞After all,most of our efforts in modern technicalized era has been against
with the essense of religeons which has been ordering us modesty and honesty.
At any rate,we had too much done in technicalization and commerciallization.
Modern technology is good at making lifeless goods,while it is terribly against
lifefull fields.It is our silly ability.

⑹By anyhow,once we could have reformed our minds,we could do anything.
Then the minds must be once again synchronized with all together in
necessary global actions.
⑺As has been seen in above,author could not mention anymore except one which
are simple principle like matters.
[4]:The mind of high society：entrepreneur,high level official and nobility.
In [1]❹⑷,author disclose the esseence that nothing is making person more cruel
than fear of higher level of persons in crisis of own decline.A very ugly aspect
of history is how much they has been making outrageous conspriracies against
their opposer considered to cause their status decline.Especially monarchism,
capitalism and dictatorship in fascism nation is the worst.As for this problem,
it should be concentrated in that of today of captitalims the international with
hidden threatning of coming fatal the CCC(climate change crisis).
⑴A champion's work is unique to denfence his status aginst many challengers.
Essential cause of the stubborn & fatal consavatism is entirely due to it.
⑵Marx appealed solidarity of people in the labourer class,but actually to
tell,it is capitalist class the international who had made it.
⑶For example,"Freemason" the wellknow international secret society had been
established by elites of nobility and their subordinates.They had succeeded to
establish international personal connections in dominating class of each
nations.Also skull & bonds the ultra right wing had become famous due to evil
Bush and his colleague<CIA & the mililitary industry complex(MIC) in USA>.
They has been deeply connected with establishment of NAZIS and CIA.The latter
had been done by secret importing of NAZIS persons after the war<paper-cllip>
Then note Bush is kinship with imperial UK connecting also that of Japan,etc.
Consequently USA superficially democrat nation had beocme invisible fascism
one by their sophisticated conspiracy networks embedded in dominating class of
corporates and beurocrat.Typical example is the assasination of J.F.Kenedy in
which they hided true criminal(CIA &MIC).Also Japan occupied by USA after the
war has been entirely similar status. Refer many concerned books or websites.
Their cruel and anachronistic ideology is nation and the poeple are being
exploited by nobility atuocrats the hereditary.Its entirely invisible antidemocracy and anachronistic movement with conspiracy,violence,and wars even in
modern era.

Also note era without wars is mere a white paper of history,it's too tedious to
be suitable for humanbeing(by G.W.Hoegel*).Thus their conclusion is perpetual
war time strategy flaming up enemies including even global Climate Chgange
Crisis.

* W.J.Dulant,the story of phylospy,1926,NY.USA.

Why such outrageous matter could be told?.It is evident that any of their mass
media has not disclosed reality of the CCC the unprecedental emergent crisis
with possibility of mass extinction of us.
⑷Maybe they consider also even ownself extinction with many many peoples.
Why such outrageous matter could be told ?.
Since the CCC would become possibility of mass extinction of us ,which would
not allow even their survibal.If not,then what the CCC would do ???.
Yah !!,this is the most kernel point of view in present for everyone.
☞:People are deividened to those who dominate and who are dominated.
This is called Satan ideology relating above mentioned in ⑶.
That is,we could not win without overcoming Satan.Then note that Bush's
retirement is mere a beginning to win.
[5]:The solidarity making to overcome the evils.
⑴As has been meintioned in above,we the global popular class now has been
defeating at all as for the solidarity making to overcome the evils.
⑵Then the nucleus of making solidarity shoud be selected but decisive facts
only by which people could make necessary and emergent unite with each others.
⑶Selcting fact must be due to genuine and scientifical and genuine
ideological(religeous)one. For example,author selected them as
the 1st:People are equall in God.
the 2nd:People coud be free by securing food,housing and energy.
⑷The problem is releasing total synchronous paralisis on the emergent facts.
Please read introduction words described in the top page of this website.
Once upon a time,author engaged in trcuck driver happened to join a labour union
by seeing their advertisement board and soon retired it.Then the representative
gave me farewell words toward my back.It's solidarity making !.Once upon a
time,author engaged in factory electrical engineer and soon retired.At that
time,he happened to see veterinary advertisement "gifting cat".Then the madam
gave me farewell words toward my back. Make her happy !.

